Office of the Principal
Dharmanagar, North Tripura
www. gdcdharmanagar.in
gdcdmr@rediffmail.com

NO.F.1 (82)-GDC/DMR/RUSA/2014/496

Dated: 18th November, 2016

Sealed Tenders/Quotations (preferably under DGS & D rate, where applicable) are
invited from the interested “Authorized dealers/retailers/ suppliers” of India for procurement
Computers, Printers, CCTV, UPS etc. Details of the tender notice/documents with specification
and terms & conditions are given below. Last date of receipt of complete tender/quotation is
28.11.2016 (4.00 p.m). Authorized dealers/retailers/ suppliers are requested to submit quotations
in the prescribed format only enclosed herewith (Annexure-I)

Sd/Principal
Government Degree College
Dharmanagar, North Tripura

Terms and condition for submitting quotation.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Authorized dealers/retailers/ suppliers (with details of registration No) should carefully place the quotation
of the items which they can supply reliably and in due time. Unnecessary quoting of items which they will
be unable to supply at later stage at the time of issuing supply order could results in penalty or as decided
by the concerned College authority and can also leads to cancelling of purchase order of the same.
The Authorized dealers/retailers/ suppliers can quote in the prescribed format given in AnnexureI. In the quotation our notification reference number should be mentioned separately.
The quotation must contain a valid supplier reference number and date. The validity of the quotation should
be at least 45 days.
The quotation should contain detail specification of the items.

5. It should be noted that no payment will be made towards packing, freight, forwarding,
handling and transportation to F.O.R destination Govt. Degree College, Dharmanagar. So
it only CST/VAT/surcharges (if any) as applied will be applicable only on the actual
quoted items. The CST/VAT/Surcharges etc. should be separately mentioned in the
quotation. If supplier needs to add the transportation charges (if any) it should be
mentioned separately as a percentage of actual value (e.g. say x%). For comparison the
price/cost of items as required then will be calculated/ considered by adding actual values
and other charges like transportation if any [excluding only the taxes
(CST/VAT/SURCHARGES etc.).]
6.

It should be noted that no payment will be made towards packing, freight, forwarding, handling and
transportation to F.O.R destination Govt. Degree College, Dharmanagar.

7.

It should be noted that the items quoted with specification should matches with the actual items they
supply. If at the time of checking, delivery it is found that the items quality and specification differs from
what asked for, it will be rejected then and thereby and the payment will not be made.
Supplier should provide their TIN/VAT/CST etc. registration no. in the quotation.

8.

The supplier/manufacturer or alike whoever be submitting quotations should comply with the above terms and
conditions and thus submitting a quotation would imply their agreement on the same.

Details of the items
Sl.
No.

Item(s)
1.

Desktop

2.

Laptop

3.

Printer

4.
5.
6.

UPS
External HDD
CC TV camera

7.
8.

CC TV cables
Presentation audio
system complete
PA System

9.

Audio system for
presentation and
speech
complete solution
consisting of

Description/Specification/Model No
(1) Dell Inspiron 3647 Core i3 (4th Generation)-4 GB 3.1GHz Intel
Pentium processor 2GB DDR3 500GB 7200 rpm Serial ATA hard
drive
(2) Dell Inspiron 3250 (Core i3 6th Gen -6100, 4GB, 1TB, DOS, 18.5
Inch Display) Desktop
(3) Dell Vostro 3800 Corei3, 4GB, 500GB, Ubuntu 18.5"
Monitor,DVD Writer Desktop
(1) Make Dell Inspiron 5559 Notebook (Core i5-4GB-1TB-Win10)
Display Screen Size 15.6 Inch, RAM 4 GB
(2) Make Dell Inspiron 153543, 15.6 Inch, Core I5, 8 GB, Win 8.1, 1
TB
(3) Dell Inspiron 15 3542 Laptop (15.6 Inch, Intel Core i5 Processor,
4 GB Memory, 1 TB HDD
(1) Epson L-130
(2) Epson L220
(3) Epson L360
Asia Power UPS(600 VA) for Desktop
1 TB (Adata/Toshiba/Seagate/Dell)
Make Enter/CP Plus : Bullet type ; Range 50 m, 1/3 sony CCD , 2.8-12
mm lens HD picture quality, 700 /900 TVL etc(CP-QACTY70MVBL6
Globe 3+1 or any other make (Per coil)
Ahuja make
Ahuja SSN80M Amplifier, PS400T wall Mount
Speaker, 69XLR wired Mic, AWM520VH
Handheld wireless Mic, AWM520VL Lapel
Wireless Mic.
[N.B : If items with model no’s mentioned are not
available then currently available model no’s of
the same brand of similar kind may be quoted with
details.]
(a) wireless collar microphone clip on
portable
(b) Wireless receiver, transmitter and
amplifier ( ~160-250 Watt) and power supply unit
with antenna complete for using with the
microphone for presentation and speech.
(c) Wall mountable audio speaker system (4 nos
2x2 ) for wall mounting amplifier and control for
using with the amplifier to be provided in 5(b).

Annexure-I
FORMAT FOR SUBMISSION OF QUOTATIONS
1. QUOTATIONS TO BE SUBMITTED PREFERABLY IN THE PAD OF THE
MANUFACRURERS/ VENDER/ SUPPLIERS
2. PLEASE MENTION OUR REF/ NOTIFICATION NO. WITH DATE
3. VENDER/ SUPPLIER REF NO./ QUOTATION NO. WITH DATE SHOULD BE
MENTIONED
4. PLEASE SUBMIT IN TABULAR FORM CITED BELOW
SL
ITEM/ARTICLE
NO. NAME
(2)

(3)

RATE
(In Rs.)
(4)

VAT/ANY CARRYING/INSTOLLATION
OTHER
/DEMONSTRATION
TAX
CHARGE(S), ETC(IF ANY)
(5)

(6)

GRAND
TOTAL
(In Rs.)
(4+5+6)
(7)

…

(1)
1
2
3

BRAND MODEL
&
SPECIFICATION

5. TERMS AND CONDITIONS/ VALIDITY, ETC
6. DISCOUNT/REBATE(IF ANY) MAY BE MENTIONED IN A SEPARATE COLOUMN
N.B : COMPARISON WILL BE MADE ON GRAND TOTAL AMOUNT ONLY

